
 

On the road to smart cities: Where smart
vehicles stand and where they're going
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Researchers explore the past, present, and future of smart vehicles and what their
integration with smart cities would take. Credit: IEEE/CAA Journal of
Automatica Sinica

Central to any technological progress is the enrichment of human life.
The internet and wireless connectivity have done that by allowing not
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only virtually anyone anywhere to connect real time, but by making
possible connections between humans and a range of intelligent devices
both indoors and outdoors, putting smart cities on the horizon.

One key aspect of realizing smart cities is 'smart vehicles,' the latest
development in intelligent transportation systems (ITS), which involve
the integration of communication, mapping, positioning, network, and
sensor technologies to ensure cooperative, efficient, intelligent, safe, and
economical transportation.

For decades, research on bringing to the streets smart vehicles that
operate successfully as part of smart city infrastructure has focused on
improving computing paradigms for vehicular network connectivity.
Over the past 30 years, vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET), a
framework where vehicles self-organize themselves to provide essential
services related to road safety, has been in stable development. However,
with the advent of 5G networks, VANET is soon giving way to the
internet of vehicles (IoV), a novel vehicular environment with more
powerful infrastructures.

"VANET was primarily conceived to inform drivers about harsh
conditions or emergencies happening nearby. IoV, on the other hand,
uses artificial intelligence (AI) technology to provide higher-level
services such as information about traffic jams based on user location
and personal preferences," explains Dr. Naercio Magaia of the
University of Lisbon, Portugal, who works on computer networks and
AI, and who with a global team, has recently scoped out computing
paradigms that are shaping emerging vehicular environments. Their
research is published in IEEE/CAA Journal of Automatica Sinica.

IoV is in the nascent stages and there are certain crucial aspects to
consider. For instance, how many different services and devices can be
included in an IoV framework? How can we ensure that a user can
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access information most relevant to them with the least delay? And of
course, how to secure a heterogeneous network with a variety of
devices?

In their analysis, Dr. Magaia and team find that to naturally solve these
problems, broadly, two main types of computing paradigms must be
integrated and improved upon: 1) vehicular cloud computing (VCC),
which is similar to cloud computing (delivery of computing services,
including servers, storage, databases, networking, software, and
intelligence, over the internet or cloud), except here, the vehicles
function as the cloud or a computational cluster; and 2) vehicular fog
computing (VFC), in which the computing entities (nodes) are either
distributed as roadside units (RSU)—infrastructures deployed to extend 
vehicle coverage and network performance—or the vehicles themselves.

There are advantages and disadvantages to both these paradigms. While
VCC has all the benefits of general cloud computing and is good for
traffic jam situations, it is costly to apply and suffers from high network
delay due to the fact that the location of the overall system is remote,
making it inadequate for real-time applications. VFC, on the other hand,
is cost-effective and allows real-time services because the nodes are
close to the user where the service is required. It is also adaptable to a
variety of requirements but lacks adequate security and convenient
wireless protocols.

Dr. Magaia and team argue that for intelligent vehicular networks to be
truly integrated with smart cities in real-time applications, these two
paradigms must complement one another. For instance, during a traffic
congestion, the vehicles can from a cloud while performing fog node
computations simultaneously. Moreover, the union of next generation
technological elements such as software-defined networking, 6G mobile
networks, and serverless computing, with these paradigms is where the
future lies.
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"We believe that by 2050, with such research, billions of devices will
form an internet-of-everything (IoE)," says Dr. Magaia, speaking of his
vision. "Future safer driving is imperative. This kind of research is
expected to revolutionize how the driver and traffic relationship around
the world works. Vehicles will be "smarter", giving more comfort to the
driver and passengers. From a social perspective, vehicles become an
extension of the drivers' individuality, embedded in everyday life just as
smartphones are after almost 12 years of existence as we know them."

These times that Dr. Magaia envisions may not be too far off.

  More information: Lion Silva et al, Computing Paradigms in
Emerging Vehicular Environments: A Review, IEEE/CAA Journal of
Automatica Sinica (2021). DOI: 10.1109/JAS.2021.1003862
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